Humans and most animals can run/fly and navigate efficiently through cluttered environments while avoiding obstacles in their way. Replicating this advanced skill in autonomous robotic vehicles currently requires a vast array of sensors coupled with computers that are bulky, heavy and power hungry. The human eye and brain have had millions of years to develop an efficient solution to the problem of visual navigation and we believe that it is the best system to reverse engineer. Our brain and visual system appear to use a very different solution to the visual odometry problem compared to most computer vision approaches. We show how a neural-based architecture is able to extract self-motion information and depth from monocular 2-D video sequences and highlight how this approach differs from standard CV techniques. We previously demonstrated how our system works during pure translation of a camera. Here, we extend this approach to the case of combined translation and rotation.
Introduction
It has long been known that the motion occurring on the back of our eyes (optic flow) provides a rich source of information regarding our own movement through the world ('self-motion') as well as the 3-D layout of the scene in front of us [10, 18, 19] . We are able to extract this information from just the motion projected on the retina of a single eye. Hence, we often perceive depth while viewing 2-D movies and can navigate and avoid obstacles while playing 2-D video games. This 3-D from 2-D motion extraction process occurs within fractions of a second which grants us the ability to run/drive through complex environments at speed while avoiding obstacles in our way.
Many animals share this amazing skill with us and there is a large industry dedicated to emulating this biological navigational ability in software/hardware in order to solve the visual odometry problem [9, 35] . However, the disparity between what animals and machines can achieve is currently still wide and attempts to map out of the environment in front of a moving robot or vehicle tend to rely on active sensors (e.g., LIDAR) or binocular systems [9, 35] . The former tend to be bulky and power hungry and the latter require the simultaneous processing of dual video streams and often require careful camera calibration to be able to exploit epipolar geometry to simplify feature matching. A passive sensor that worked with standard monocular video inputs would have many advantages. The primate visual system seems to have taken a very different approach to most computer vision techniques for extracting odometry and depth information. The majority of computer vision methods either find corresponding pixels (indirect) [22, 17, 36, 33] or minimise photometric error (direct) [15, 6, 5] between two frames to estimate the camera displacement and depth information. These models can be further categorised as sparse, which only consider a set of independent points to solve the correspondence problems [22, 17] , and as dense which use all pixels in the frame to estimate camera motion [36, 33, 6] . In contrast, the primate visual system has a series of stages ('the visual motion pathway' [23, 3] ) where the image motion is first registered using banks of spatiotemporal filters, and after a series of integration stages [21, 3] , produces a signal proportional to the image speed [14] . The brain then recovers self-motion (odometry) information at a relatively late stage of processing [3] . What are the advantages to be gained from this long chain of computational steps? Some of the motion processing steps seem to provide an economical use of neural hardware [25] but other potential advantages are currently unknown.
Discovering the benefits of neural-based approaches to odometry and depth estimation would be very useful in the design of smart sensors for robots and autonomous vehicles. Unfortunately, we do not yet have a full understanding of how the human or non-human primate visual systems are able to recover depth from 2-D video sequences. Some motion processing areas of the brain have been well studied [2] but many aspects of how visual motion is analyzed remain a mystery.
We have recently implemented a scheme based on the properties of neurons in the primate visual system that is able to solve the depth estimation problem [27] . This technique is able to derive 3-D scene depth estimates from the 2-D image motion generated during pure forward translation of the camera. Here we extend this system to work with a combined translation and rotation of the camera. We present a 'proof of principle' test that demonstrates that a system based on primate neuron properties is able to extract camera motion information as well as 3-D depth information from a brief 2-D video sequence. We see this as a first step in the process of comparing biologically-based methods with conventional computer vision approaches to odometry and depth recovery. We eventually hope to discover and highlight the advantages that the brain has developed through millions of years of evolution. Our approach to the visual odometry/obstacle avoidance problem makes use of measurements of the image motion occurring in a video input and these measurements are based on intensity changes in the images rather than on feature matching [9, 35, 22, 17] . Fig. 1 shows the early stage filtering used in our system for deriving image velocity estimates from an 8-frame video sequence.
Early stage motion sensors based on neurons in primate primary visual cortex (V1)
In a plot of spatial frequency versus temporal frequency, a moving edge has a spectrum that falls along a line (grey line in Fig. 1a ) with the slope of the line proportional to the edge speed [38, 39] . The first stage in determining the slope of the spectrum (speed of the edge) in our system is to use two spatiotemporal frequency tuned filters, one with low pass temporal frequency tuning (dashed curve in Fig. 1 marked S for 'sustained') and one with bandpass tuning (solid lines in Fig. 1a marked T for 'transient'). The S filters are separable and made up of separate spatial and temporal frequency functions as given below. The T filters are one-quadrant separable and are constructed from individual non-directional spatiotemporal filters using the combination rules specified by Watson & Ahumada [39] .
The temporal frequency amplitude response function of the S-type filter is given by:f
where f t is the temporal frequency measured in Hz and i = √ −1. The θ term (phase) controls the temporal delay (lag) of the response and σ controls the spread of the Gaussian.
The T-type filter temporal frequency tuning function is band-pass in shape and is given by:f
(
The magnitude part of both of these functions are good matches [25] to the temporal frequency tuning functions often observed in primate V1 neurons [8, 12] . The two functions (S = blue, T = red) can be seen on the right wall of Fig. 1b and the parameter values can be found in [25] . The spatial frequency tuning functions of the front-end spatiotemporal filters ( Fig. 1a, b ) are based on the difference of difference of Gaussians with separation (dDOGs) function used by Hawken and Parker [11] to fit their primate V1 spatial frequency tuning data. (see [24] ). The two S & T spatial frequency functions can be seen on the back wall of Fig. 1b . Only one size of filter is shown in the figure. The full model uses four different sizes in log 2 steps [26].
Gradient optical flow models versus the introduction of tight speed tuning
In the space domain (inverse Fourier transformed versions), the S and T spatial filters look similar to standard Gabor or Difference of Gaussian (DoG) functions often used in computer vision. They come in both even and odd (quadrature) versions and the latter can act as a 1 st derivative spatial operator over space (x).
The T-type temporal bandpass filter is biphasic in time and can also be considered to be a 1 st derivative operator over time (t). Therefore the ratio of the T and S filter outputs (T/S) is equal to ∆x/∆t = V (the image speed). The common gradient-based optical flow methods used in computer vision [13, 40, 7] use this operation inside the optical flow energy function to find V . Therefore an indication of the speed of a moving image feature is available at the very earliest stage of filtering in the primate visual system yet, for some reason, the estimation of the actual speed is delayed. The electrophysiological evidence points to speed-tuned sensors prior to the direct estimation of speed. Subsequent to the S&T filter stage ( Fig. 1a ), there are filters (Middle Temporal or MT neurons) that are precisely tuned to a particular image speed and their output is not linear with input speed [20, 29] . It is only at a post-MT stage (see below) that an output proportional to input speed is found in the primate visual system [14] . We follow this primate motion processing pathway design and introduce tight speed tuning after the spatiotemporal filtering stage. The spatial filters in our model look superficially like standard Gabor functions but they differ in important ways [24, 25] . The spatial and temporal frequency tuning functions used in the model motion sensor have been especially designed to create a filter that is very selective to a particular spectrum orientation (edge speed) and to be precisely tuned to a narrow range of image speeds (red oval outline in Fig. 1c ). This is done via a type of AND operation whereby the speed tuned filter gives a large response whenever both the sustained and transient filter outputs are high and equal. For the S and T spectra profiles shown in Fig. 1b , this occurs along a locus that forms a straight line and is oriented relative to the two axes.
It has been shown that the slope of the line of intersection can be altered (and hence the speed tuning of the filter) by simply changing the weight of either the S or T energy output [25] . The speed tuned mechanism is therefore referred to as a 'Weighted Intersection Mechanism' (WIM) and is given by:
where δ is a constant that controls the bandwidth of the speed tuning (set to 12 in the model tests reported here). This design is based on theoretical work using frequency representations of visual motion [30, 25, 38] and the model filters mimic the oriented spectral receptive fields of neurons found in the Middle Temporal (MT) region of the primate brain [29] . This speed tuning stage is an important and unique feature of our flow field estimation scheme.
Image velocity estimation from three separate MT unit outputs
The MT unit sensors in our optic flow estimation system do not output a signal proportional to the stimulus speed of the feature passing over them; they are speed and direction tuned only. In the primate visual system evidence for cells that respond in a linear fashion to the input speed only appear at a stage after MT, namely the dorsal Medial Superior Temporal area (MSTd) [14] . Based on a theory that outlines a possible velocity code used by the primate visual system [26] , our velocity estimation stage replicates this MT to MSTd transition and derives a velocity signal from the outputs of a 'triad' of MT units that come in two spatial scales.
This system uses competition (via a 2nd derivative stage) between two different sized MT units tuned to speed MTv and MT2v as well as a unit tuned to V /2. The latter input has the same spatial size as the MTV unit. In frequency space (see Fig. 1c ) the 2V and V /2 units sit on either side of the ridge occupied by the main MTv unit (see red oval in Fig. 1c ). They therefore isolate the correct location of the oriented line spectrum generated by an edge moving at speed V to a single velocity 'channel'. A precise speed signal is calculated using a centroid operation on the three triad unit outputs, which interpolates between the discrete MT unit speed tuning values 1, 2, 4, . . . pixels/frame. The direction is similarly found with greater precision by using vector addition to estimate the direction from the output of multiple velocity sensors tuned to different directions [26] .
Heading estimation and depth extraction
The direct approach to deriving camera motion (odometry) and depth from the optical flow field is to directly input the velocity vectors (or image brightness changes) into the equations for observer motion [19] and solving for the camera parameters and depth. Again, the primate visual system seems to have taken a slightly different approach and has neural processing units designed to extract information about the observer's heading direction separately from information regarding depth [3] . The mechanism used seems to be based around a population of heading tuned units rather than a single neuron coding for all of the observer self-motion parameters and scene depth.
We follow this design and our approach makes use of a well-known property of flow fields that occurs during pure forward translation of an observer/camera; the image motion radiates out from a single point in the image (the focus of expansion or FOE) and this coincides with the heading direction [10] . The location of the FOE can be found using special 'heading detectors' or radial templates based on the properties of primate MSTd neurons [31, 32] . In our model an array of detectors tuned to a range of heading azimuth and elevation values (−50 • to 50 • in 2.5 • steps for azimuth and elevation) is used to search for the FOE location in the image sequence.
A major problem encountered while attempting to estimate image motion is the aperture problem [41] ; when just an edge is located in a motion sensor aperture, only the motion orthogonal to the edge direction can be detected and the estimated motion direction and speed are perturbed away from the true optic flow values. Our heading estimation units are very tolerant of noise in the flow field vector directions. As long as there are a sufficient number of vectors distributed across the field and the edge orientations causing the aperture problem are randomly distributed around the radial direction out from the putative FOE locations, the heading can still be estimated accurately [4, 27] . Once the FOE has been determined, the true direction of the image motion is constrained to lie along the radial direction (α) of a line joining the derived FOE location to the vector location. The corrected magnitude of the vector can be found from V c = V / cos(α − β) where β is the vector direction and V is the magnitude. This correction is only applied to vector locations where α − β < 70 deg.
Heading estimation in the presence of camera rotation
Most camera motion scenarios with a moving vehicle or aerial platform include rotation of the camera, which adds a rotation component (R) to the vector flow field created via pure translation of the camera (T). The resultant flow vectors (T + R) produce a flow field that no longer has a focus of expansion that coincides with the heading direction [34, 37] . The flow is no longer purely radial and so the depth cannot be easily recovered from the image motion. This is known as the 'rotation problem' and somehow the T vectors need to be recovered from the T + R flow in order to determine the heading direction and depth. A biologically feasible method for this has been proposed [28] . Rotation activity is removed from the heading detector map distribution that is equivalent to vector subtraction at the local level (T + R − R = T). We use this same mechanism in our model.
Depth extraction from heading and radial flow
If heading direction (α, β) is known, and the position of two points w 1 , w 2 are fixed in the world, the ratio of the distances to the two points D 1 /D 2 can be found from s 1 and s 2 , the image velocity vector magnitudes in the radial flow pattern. If the camera/observer's forward speed (V O ) is known, it is possible to obtain absolute values of D 1 and D 2 . Therefore, our system first determines the heading direction (with rotation removed), derives the radial optic flow field and then estimates the depth of the points. An overall plan of the system can be found in [27] (see Fig. 2 ). This system is very different from the majority of computer vision approaches to the structure from motion problem [9, 35, 15] . After introducing a number of radically different approaches to the standard structurefrom-motion estimation problem one may well ask if our system works? Are we able to estimate 3-D depth from a 2-D video sequence using these biologicallybased motion filters? We next present a proof of principle that our system can solve the depth from 2-D motion problem.
Testing Methodology
We used a computer-controlled camera (Basler acA1920-150um) mounted on a Pan-Tilt unit attached to an X-Y translation table (Newmark CS Series XY Gantry-1500-1500-1). The camera (field of view = 42 • horizontal and 26.3 • vertical) moved towards a laboratory scene containing identifiable target objects (Fig. 2) . The camera forward speed was 0.25 m/s while rotating to the left (from straight ahead) about a vertical axis at 2.5 • /s. This scene contained a range of object sizes, contrasts and intensity distributions similar to what is commonly found in both indoor and outside environments. A series of eight frames (1984×1264 pixels) was extracted from the video stream at a 100 Hz sample rate. The output of the velocity code model develops over the eight-frame sequence and we use the output from the fourth frame as an estimate of the vector flow field. The current Matlab implementation is not capable of 'real-time' analysis but many of the model stages could be run in parallel. Fig. 2 shows the first and last frames of the eight-frame movie sequence with some of the objects that will be used to assess the depth extraction stage of the model. We used the blue zone (grid on left side of image) as a reference object and compared the depth estimates of other objects (each at a different distance) against the reference to see if the model could distinguish the depth location of the different objects. The far wall (red zone) was close to 4 m further than the reference object (true distances were 6 m and 2.1 m respectively). The yellow zone (middle card) was 0.6 m closer than the reference object (true yellow zone distance = 1.5 m) and the green zone object (card on extreme right) was 0.4 m in front of the standard (true green zone distance = 1.7 m). The distance between the green and yellow zone objects was 0.2 m.
Results
The raw vector flow field output from the velocity estimation stage is shown in Fig. 3a . This vector field was passed through the heading detector array and the activity distribution from the array is plotted in Fig. 3b . Without the rotation being removed the heading estimate was (−35.3 • , −.75 • ). The rotational flow vectors produced by the known camera rotation (2.5 • /s to left) was removed from this raw flow field. The rotation-free heading detector distribution is shown in Fig. 3c . After rotation removal the estimated heading was (2.51 • , −0.75 • ) which is very close to the true heading (2.5 • , 0 • ).
Given the estimated heading direction (and associated expansion point in the image), the actual radial direction of each vector was determined and the vector magnitude was corrected. The resulting radial flow field is shown in Fig. 3d . The radial flow was used to estimate the distance to each point occupied by a vector in the output field. The estimated point cloud from each zone is noisy because slight variations in the vector magnitudes can result in large depth variations given the small projection angles involved. In order to quantify the depth estimation performance of the model we binned the estimates along the Z dimension (using the histogram function in Matlab) and the resulting frequency histograms are shown in Fig. 4 .
The means (and standard deviations) for the blue and red depth distributions were 2.7 m (0.5) and 5.5 m (1.7). A t-test indicated that these two distributions are significantly different, t(1, 164) = 15.0, p < .001. Therefore, the model was able to extract depth from the monocular video sequence and successfully identified that the two zones were at different distances from the camera. For the yellow zone object (middle card) the actual separation from the reference object was −.6 m. The mean of the depth estimates was 2.1 m (0.9) and this was significantly different from the estimated standard distance (2.7 m), t(1, 209) = 6.5, p < .001. For the green zone object (Fig. 2 right card) the mean depth estimate was also 2.1 m (.71) and this was also significantly different from the standard, t(1, 196) = 6.4, p < .001. The separation distance from the standard was −0.4 m.
A test to see if the model was able to distinguish the average depth of the yellow and green zone objects (separated by 0.2 m) was non-significant, t(1, 105) = .2, p = .8. The means were different in the right direction (yellow, 2.08 m closer than green, 2.11 m) but the spreads of the two distributions were too high to detect the difference. It should be noted that human observers also cannot distinguish the depth of these two objects while viewing the eight-frame movie sequence.
Discussion
Our test demonstrates that camera motion (heading direction) and 3-D depth information can be recovered from an eight frame, monocular video sequence using a model based on the properties of neurons in the primate visual system. In order to be effective for obstacle avoidance the detection of objects along the path of travel needs to occur very quickly if evasive action is to be executed in time. The temporal filters in the early stage of our velocity detection algorithm have an epoch of around 200 ms and the timeline for the extraction of depth is not much longer than this because the later stages mainly involve integration of the first stage motion signals. We use a feedforward pipeline only and we argue that this gives it an advantage over schemes that rely on iterative searches for solving the velocity or odometry stages [1] . However, we recognize that the output from the later stages of the model could be used to refine the depth estimates over time. The depth distributions could be used to refine future estimates of the extracted depth signals and implement some form of Kalman filtering [16] .
Conclusion
The primate visual system uses a different series of steps and stages from standard computer vision approaches in its attempt to derive information about self motion (odometry) and depth. The computation of the visual flow field is delayed in the biological system relative to computer vision methods with the inclusion of a speed-tuned sensor stage (see 2.2 above). This speed tuning stage could be part of a system for determining the overall direction of an object from its separate edge components [2, 24] but this is not known for certain. Once the flow field is determined, the estimation of depth and 3-D information from the visual motion occurring in a monocular video stream is still very difficult because the image motion is hard to measure accurately. The aperture problem perturbs the velocity vectors away from the true direction. We have taken a novel approach (based on knowledge of primate neuron properties) whereby we determine the heading direction using detectors tuned to radial motion that make use of redundant information distributed across the full visual field and which are therefore tolerant of the image motion noise introduced by the aperture problem. Once the heading direction is established it becomes relatively easy to derive the depth from the radial flow field. This is a different method to how depth from motion is usually estimated using computer vision approaches. We plan next to examine what these additional stages add to the depth and odometry recovery process and what advantages they provide.
